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This report discusst;s the effect of a single spsn"ise Tqire 
downstream position 02 boundary-layer transition. Arguments, 
ph;rsical reasoning, lead in the simplest case to experimental 

results being expressible in terms 07 two-dimensionless groups. The 
effects of free -stream turbulence J pressure gradient and fiach num??er 
upon transition very close to the wire are separately discussed. 
Transition downstream of the zire is also investigated and a criterion 
is advanced for the largest protuberance in the form of a wire that, 
in a specified way, does not effect transition. 

I. IlntroduAion -----eml_--,%.ll. 

Interest in the &'ect of a protuberance upon boundary-layer 
transition is largely due to the desire to provoke transition at a 
specified pas,- ;+ion on wind-tunnel models and to the need to knon the 
bicE;est protuberance that h as no CffCCt upon the position of transition. 

Transition can be Lffected by a single mire fixod ta the 
surface and aligned transversely to the flow. This method has the 
advantages of easy alid reproducible manufacture and also provides a 
simple model for experiment and an&ysis. it is this means of provoking 
transition that is discussed here. 

2. Transition at the Wire-Zero Pressure Gradient - Incom?re-sibI.- v-.-a -.. --WI-- *--- -- .=.-- . -**/-w---1- VT --.-*- -. -----I --kl*.~p"~-~ 
Flow - Low Stream Turbulence L-L-I -a.- - __Z-_----_-_j---.i_l .~_ au 

2.1 Exio-53.A criteria . *.-=-_j-.- -- m a zm s -.s- * . 

Several criteria have been given for the wire diameter k, 
necessary to advance transition to the wire position in incompressible 
flow. 

Page and Preston investiCatod the effect of such a wire 
upon transition on a body oi' rcvoiutionl and as a result suggested 
the critical value, 

L$-';c î ---.e = i,oo > .o.(l) 
v 

where/ 
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Wht?~ 
% 

is the velocity in the undisturbed boux%-=try lq?c;r at the 

wire position and at a height ec2.z.l -lo the wire Gictrz.etcr %. 

Since their paper severzLL z&hors have discussed '&is form of 
critixion. For xtstsncc, iiamz, Long ~~16. %igcrt;y2* fourd Irom t1loi.r 
cxpurimznts that 

4 VJhilst Klebanoff, Schubaucr and Tidstrom obtained values xitkn the 
ran PC "LJ 

‘I7 -:c 

209 < -5 < 300. 
V 

and they suggLctec2 the average -,&.vi: o;? 

IL' it is asnG;ncd thet the r-;ire hci&t 4, is ;uf!Yicicntl.y 
small compared with the undisturbed boundzlry-layer tlA&nuss, Go, -f&en 
rre can write 

TJ = undisixrbcd s5xzm vc;ocity 

- - - - - -- - -. - - - - I - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I - 

"As reported in Bcf. 3. 
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au _.. 
Eliminating -- 

i i 
between thzse two expressions leads to, 

- aY - y=o 

yk a, Hzc" 
we-_ = -- -I_ . ..(2) 

V 2 a; l 

xk 

Substituting from Fage and Preston's criterion, equation (1) gives, 

which is, wit!1 slight difference in the constzlt, the criterion due 
t0 iI, C. Ckm;!er as quoted. by PanitiurSt and iiolder~. 

Alternatively noting t!lnt 

and substituting into couation (3) lzacis to, 

which yijl>ears to by the critcrioa 
Game rt 

given graphically by Eryant and 
. 

Tsni and Eamri gave 7 , as 
flat plate, 

t::e result of experiments Oi? a 
a criterion which can be expressed, 

$sge an& Preston's rLc;dt3 
1 

and Bat:;on" to give tk;c criterion 
have been inter?retc:d by Bryant 

qr = Goo* -L 

AnscOrnbc: quotes some resul2s dix -to Cavison 9 
9 tV1il;C.h are fOLU?d t0 

a~??roximate to 

Potter gLves a correlation of eqierincntal results I 0 which results in 
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A criterion is now derived which is found to be of the form 
Xk = constant; qualified, honover, by the rncxG.ng of the s"ttement that 

transition occurs at the wire position. 

2.2 SI&.asoning leading to pxsent criteria I. *-- -_c_ 

Consider the flow along a flat plate, when transition is so 
much advanced by the presence of tne y:ire that it is predominantly due 
to the wire and ntigligibly due to "natural" causes, such as tunnel 
turbulence. Furthermore it is postulated that the boundary-layer flow 
downstream of the ?Jirc depends mainly on the flax conditions at the 
wire and is little affected by its previous history. 

Hence one writes, 

(XT -xkr) = fi (k, Q 

where XT and 5 are distances from the plate leading edge of the 

positions of transition and of the xirc, and hk is the boundary-layer 

thickness immedistcly behind the Tire. Or by dimensional analysis, 

If 60 is the boundary-layer thickness at the 'wire position in the 
absence of thi: wire, than sir&La.rly, 

60 
or, 

-- = 

% % 

Then substitution into equation (5) gives, 

xT-xk k Y, 
----- = f5 

60 ii i 

or replacing Go by &?, the displacement thickness, 

. ..(6a) 

. ..(6b) 

This latter stop is only permissible in the incompressible 
flow case; for in the latter discussion we exclude the density p as a 
variable affecting the problem and in the compressible flow case use 
of the displacement thickness introduces p as a further variable. 

Provided that there is no interaction with a supersonic 
mainstream IKLOW, the effect of modcrate L&h numbcr M, upon 
equation (6a) might be small; for though 60 increases rapidly with Id 
the boundary-layor profile when scslcd to a common value of 60 is 
not greatly distortl;d. So as 2cT + 5 equation (6a) might be,little 

affected. 
12 Ye tax also nritc p 

co 5-27~: 
-- = --- 

r- . . .(7n) 
X. 

K 
R” 

yk 

and/ _-_-_-------~----------__-__-_ -_-__ 
+The convention, used in Ref. 12, of putting y = So when y/ u = O-995 

is adopted. 
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and for incompressible flow, 

where 
U-X 

1; ---- 
R5c = v 

and C is a function of I;Ich number. 
equation (Ca) gives, 

Substituting equation (7s) into 

1 D T&i 
x AL;- 

T -- - . ..(8> 
X 

1; 

Assuming that tine un&r~own function in equation (so,) can bc vritten in 
the form, 

‘, GrJ i ii i;o i 

then equation (8) becomes 

Now the experimental results illustrated in Fig 

upon ?J and k. Thus 

11 = -1 

and so, 

that 
only 

,I 0) 

This gives the result tha-t t;rar;sitlon occlj~s at the ;;rirc, 

dl e r e 
% 

= xk when R, = w, whilst a Riot of l,/Rk against 

4 Y!kk should give a linear variation. Also, far any specified 
value of xT/);;l the variation of Rk with Xach number is such that 

R k = c2 x constant. . ..(n) 

2.3 .$Eimcntal SUppOi-t for nresont criterion _-- -- *-.-- i--sr--A."-.l.x-- 

TMs form of correlation is illuztrstcd by a plot In Fig. 1 
crf SOW of the results of Ref. 7 for a flat >>late ant: in Fi;;. 2 of 
some of the rc:sults of Ll'. I for 3n azisymietric body. i>O'ih -t~*ese 
sets Of rGsultsgI ptTXtiCLilG.rly l2d2 latter, lend support to -IlIe result 
that as xT -3 x.. then ?/X, -. 3. ::'Lc 1~~~~t:r r;suIt:: also support 

the predicted linear variation but in both casLc thert- is a kink at 
a value of xT/yz in thi: region of l*l* > 'di.u slop of the curve 

chanf&& 
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chanl;ing but regaining thi: linearity at higher values of X~x/~~< 0 This 

might: be cxplasincd by the results of Licpmann and Fiis 13 and of Tani and 
sat01 '1 . The forncr invertigntcd, in &tail, the flow pattern behind a 
semi-circular wire. Their results shoed that the irake be!:ind the 
wire could take up either of Tao distinct shapes Clependont upon the 
Reynolds number. The change appesrod to take place at about 
xT/$x > I  l I&. 

Tani and Snto, in their exporinents, were also able to 
distinguish betivecn two types of flo,v. In one, transition occurrcd in 
the l.aminar boundary layer whilst still separated from the upper SUIf3cC 

oz" the Miire, whilst in the other transition occurrc:d in the bounidary 
lnycr kYiEEtr~rii!l Of PAore it rcattachcd to t',~e plate sur?czc. '!a e 
dividing point bcti:Jcen the t-,;ro r~&l:les appeared ct sboJt 
l/P! = l*J:, *q(j-" 4-* Thus this chcngr: of flow nattern might be 

expected to ;i‘fcct equation (3). 

The -ix- ,nsitlori positions given in Fig* 1 idere deduced from 

observations v:ith c SIU~'CKX pi,tot tube. ,&t sems likely from 
ins-,ection of Liopmann and Bila's results '3 that, for the first linear 
portion of the curve from the point xT = xk such a m&hod would A 
lgive a position slightly downstream of nhsrc tine separated layer 
rcsttsc:x,d to the surface; -,TJhils -t; for 'ihe second linear portion of the 
curve beyond the change in slope it would give a position corresponding 
to th2 beginning of transition. On the other hand the transition 
positions given in Fig. 2 T;erL observed by USC of &ye filaments in a 
wntcr flow. The kirk in this curve might correspond to the tivision 
of flov: r&gimes obntrved by Tani snd Sate. 

me term "transition at the wire", as usi-d here, can non be 
given its necessary qualification. 1~ choice of i:lire Reynolds number has 
to bc ma& such that the s-treami;isz l;:n;th of the 3alre is s95.sfactorily 
small. Page and Prestonj' Sloptcd the vslu~s OCCU~~~,~ at the sharp 
kinks in their curves. These tiscontinuities do not z--war in Tani 
and Hs,mz.':: result (Fig. I) and so vslu~r; are taken from an extrapolation 
of the second linear portion of tho cwvc to the point xT = qI;. This 

is illustretcd by tine points "A" in Pigs. 1 and 2. 

Dry&n ht;s pointed out IL, th3.t the problem involves tnc five 
variables, XT, rc, k, U md v which can bc: describeri by two 

fundamental units. Hence the problem is controlled by three dimensionless 
groups. In his original analysis of the results of Toni, Hama and 
Citulsi'5 Drydcn ~a.s able to correlate using the groups R 

% 
and k/&T. 

In fact for those results only two groups arc involved because for the 
eXperimentS XT KSS a constant thus reducing the variables to four in 

number and hence the dimensionless groups to two. Thus these results 
arc also four& to correlate just as ~3.1 on the present basis using Rk 

and x TbK - ++. Smith and Clutter have since observed that for five 

variables a third? dimensionless group is significant in a plot of R 

and k/6$ (Ref. 3). XT 
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In the later results of Tani, Iuchi and Yanamoto 
16 which were 

for a low turbulence flow, xT is reintroduced as a variable. Even 

though five variables are again involved it is fount? thet correlation 
was obtained on the present basis of using only Rk and XT/~;. This 

is illustrated in Fig. 3 where except for two points whose special 
significance is discussed later, all the values lie on one curve. The 
third dimensionless group could be taken as k/-\ and correspondingly 

numbered values are attached to the points. JXo systematic variation 
with k/xk is appZrent an& so the problem is reduoed to one in two 

I)' ariJenslonlcss groups. 

x = T xk7 

From the extrapolatiop in Fig. 3 ive thus have that when 
I'/Rk = -1-21 * iG or Rk = 82b. 

2..& Effect rd' ;-Are on bounc?ary-la= thickness N-w -a- -Y -w&m --. Y-L-- 

The corresponding values of thz boundary-lawyer momen-tuzz 
thickmess Ix.xdiatel~y behind tile Tiire are of interest. For, expressed 
as a Reynolds number R. , en6 with transition at the wire they become 

1; 
values of the transStion Reynclhs number Ii0 . Following Preston's 

I7 
17 

1 
Emlys is values of RO can be computed. Iie points out that the 

k 
drag of 5 wire aAds %o the downstream momentum thickness by an amount 

. ..(12) 

where the drag coefficient CD he qotes from the work of Sacks as 

hzvi:q the experinentsl value o+f O-75. Xthout the wire th,e momentum 
thickness has the value 

. ..(13) 

. ..(14) 

20 IX the usual bounc?srjr-layer nomenclature , !K! U E f' and f' is a 

function of q -&ere here, 

YhUS 

.,.(15) 

. . . (16) 

This is plotted in Zig. 4 vritii an zdJLa.ry scale of Rx V;!ien 
k % = 626. 

The results given in Fig. 3 shop that iLdq = 826 for the range 
I*34 vchi1s-t furtaer results given by Schubauer and 

Klebanoff'/ 
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lilcbanoff4 and analysed by Potter IO extend this range to 204. The 
minimum value of RO,i, occurs when the kro is right at the leadkg edge, 

x.e*, when R = ii 
% 

If xl = 826 c right up to this point then the 

corresponding minimum R, = 309. This value is close to the value 
'T 

of 320 T;hich has been sug;gest\=d by Preston 47 as being the minimum 
possible value of Rti for a fully developed turbulent boundary layer. 

There is thus evid-;lnce that for transition at the nire Rk = 626 for L 

There is a difficulty, revealed in Sg. 4, Tlhcrc R0 can 
2 

have the same value for three values of R 
xk* 

In vicvJ of the later 

discussion it does not seem likely that this nould occur in practice. 
It may be that CD does not rcncin at the value of O-75 over the full 

range of this curve. -I- 

There remains thlt‘ question as to what occurs as R incrcascs 
5 

beyond the value I-53 l ?C? up to the point wkri natural transition 
-t&cs place. Preston has s;?iSgest&l? tfltlt as ~~11 as increasing the 
boudary-layer thickness a wire adds a disturbance to the flow. If we 
regard AR, v as being indicstivc of this disturbance, we can, using the 

value R lr = 826, plot LE 13 agaixt R, . This is 
VT 

done in Pig. 5. 
i 

The results of Ref. 16 which wLre ploi;'zd in Fig. 3 vjcre obtcinod in a 
10:~ tllrbulent flon for kich natural transition took place at 
R.6 = 1070. Fig. 5 ShO~;rS 

XT 
that at this point L.Ro h;s a value of 9.7. 

Thus if B k = 826 ovt‘r the whole rang< of R 
TIC 

as the :;&re position 

is moved to-;;crds that for natural transition then 
ROT 

rises to 1070; 

at r.hich point AR, = b so7 thou&l tknc r:ire is still ahead of the natural 

transition point. vrom this point orwards if trsnsition is still to 
just occur at the n&e then R0 s tcys 

T 
at the vsluc 'IO70 T:hilst ABe 

and correspondingly R,, decrease to zero. There is support for this -- 
sugLsti.on from thy data for transition do>nstrcam of the vrirc &ich is 
to bc discussed later. Tkrc is also an interLsting parallel case in 
the ei"i"cc-t 0;" free-stream turbulence upon transition where the 
behaviour is similar. This is shown also in SF+. 5 wjnerc values of the 
twb~ulence u'/U 3s taken from Gazoiey's review'4 and scaled by the 
factor 4250, are plot-c;d against Rg . li similar effect is apparent in 

3 1 
that T/hen K Ei is schiwod u',& st:'i11 has a finite value. 

8T 

-  -  -  -  -  -  _ _ . -  I  ^ -  -  -  -  -  _ -  -  -  -  
-  -  -_ -  -  -  -  -  -  -  I  -  -  -  -  -  -  

'This value of CD i;'as o3tainLd from cx?crimcnts in a turbulent boundary 

layer 3;'ith circular cylinders 0;' dintcr up to l/%th of -the boundary- 
layLr thiskwss. z'crr 2, ‘1/7tl1 pozcr profile -1;Li.s is for vslu~s of u&J 

up to o-75. 1hi.s velocity ratio in a laminar boundary layer occurs when 
71 = 205. 



3. Transition at theEire 
-710 izr 

- Zero Frcssure Gradient - Incompressible ---- ---- 
,- - fii&stjpead Tu;-bdence IDy,---- -_-.-- 

The present analysis, SUg@Stii?~ tlxt when transition is 
effected only by the Itire, 
SOUPS F$ arid. XT/xp 

tllen ;-eslllts can be exprensec by ti-le two 
has been supported by ihe eqeriments of TCani, 

Iuchi and Ysnamoto. FurtIler e:~per.h;n-ts by them xi-% a stream of 
turbulence u'/U for which Ri3 _ = 500, suggest that not only does the 

i‘:i' 
new variable U'/T.i &Yfec t the value of Rk but thst the thir& 

dimensionless group becomes si.,gxi.ficant. This is shown in Fig. 6. 
Taking the third group as Ir/xii, snd. ap~recisting the paucity of the 

data, there is evi&ence oi distinct curves for differing values Of ay 

In addition there is a considcrabl; L~crossc in the value of R, fO3? li 
transition at the wire. Fsgc end Ercston's results, obtained in a 
stream for which BP = i,.go, al20 3~10’,vca a lov?ering of 

%lc 
bC3lOYi the 

“&C\;T 

non-turbulent value of 826. 

For the lox turbulcncc flow IL3 = L,s;O corresponds to a 
T 

value of Ali0 = 5L;. Suppose w regwo this value of AR 8 as being 

disturbnncc in th2 form of 2 AR0 l,:sse_red by the nmouxt 51~. SIX:2 a 

aisplaccd 

from Pago 
plausible 

curve is shown in Fig. 5. Values of i!R* and r: 0 c o:.-p1tc 5! 

an& Pr<ston's results a~, with one exccntion, sct;n to form a 
extrapolation to this curve.+ 

Fig, 5. 
Values compu-kd from the results of Fig. 6 are also shovn in 
Only one out of the three results is in agrccmcnt with tile 

indicative of a constant tisturbanco supplied by tkC~ free-stream 
turbulence. Then compsrwi z;ith t:Lc PCTCJ turbulence case, and at any 
particular value of R, 9 thC i-cirv no-2 h3s to supply a sxaller 

Jil 1 

thGoretica1 curve. A tifficulS;;r vrith both these and the Fagc znd Prxton 
results is that there is evi&cncc, i'ron a variction in R i) ' of 2, 

t< ?I 
vrzriation in fret-stream turbulence xith tuxnol spi;~:d. 

The cf'fec-t of the third dimensionlces grou!; u:)on the value 
of 2 lc when xcj~~c = 1.0 is illustratcG in Fig. 7, where thi: rLSLCtS 

of Eagc e..nrl Preston and of Toni, Iuchi nnG Ysnomoto are plotted. !ik 
former being for the flov past an a;;isymmctric body 7i:iil;h o. roun&& nose 
and thi latter for the 21~ over a flat plate, 5 has not the sa~ne 

significance in both casts aad so 'ihc third cE.dcnsionlc:33 group xas 
chocen as Y &$/k. 

Theri: is evidence from this scanty cistn that as the wire: 
is move2 towards the ilos<>, Rk tends toxsr6s 860 xhich is cloec -to the 

'The curve is not uxtrspolatc& beyond the point shorn for it t!len goes 
beyond the rsns of prob.GLe certainty of th; v~lui: of C 
SCC previous footnote-. II" 
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4. Transition Downstream of the ?Z.rc L___u_p_s_-.-~~---~- s-a 

Thorc have toen several suggestions advanced for correlating 
the experimental results for transition occurring dov,nstro,z:a of thr: 
wire. Potter has suggcstcd a rclationlO which can be :-,ritten, 

I 1 
i 

-I = e-m i5 
H 

%i: 780 \ ;I) 

whilst Tani and Sato II suggest in effect, 

I I 
I- = -WV 

/ "Ir .' 
. 

Rk 34.0 \ x.. / 

Toni, Hama, and Mituisi have suggested a corrtlstion 15 which can bo 
expressed, 

The first two of these arz plotted in Fig;, 3 and arc, seen to give high 
values compared :irith the cxpcrincntal values for ion-turb~lc~~ce flow* 
The third is seen to include the third dimensionless group which CLC be 
taken as R 

xk 
and thus is faulty on this score. 

The previous arguments advanced to explain both the ILlcar 
variation of l/R k against - Yibk and also tho fact that thy third 

dimensionless group was of no sigificnnce, relied on the ,zsswJption 
that transition was cffccttd only by the wire. In fact 2s xT ap?rosches 

the value for natural transition the third dimensionless group will 
become of sig@E'icance. If WC take RJV as this third grou?, then 

7 x 
each line of constant R 

x r.511 branch off from thz common straight 
ic 

line to its o:n vertical asymptote as XT approaches the value for 
natural transition. A tncorc-ticsl derivation of such curves is given 
in the Appe;idix. To compute them it is ncccssar,r to assign a valu.2 to 
Rs Fig. 5 presents 

T 
a relation bettr:aen ARO, which is suggested as being 

indicative of the disturbance given to the boundary layi-r, and Rt3 r;hcn 
T 

transition occurs at the :rire. If the value of R0 is solely dependent 
r-7 1 

upon AR0 and is quitti independent of where transition occurs compared 

to where the wire introduces its disturbance; thin we can use the 
relation between AR, and R@ , obtaining with transition at the mire, 

T 
as a universal relation. 

TWO CUTV~S, thus computed, for Rx z 0.5 l I@ and for 
k 

R 
Xb 

= l-5 l 18 arci drawn in Fig. 3. In computing then an upper 

l&t of Ii0 = 1070 was applied for 0 d AR0 6 907. In the case of 
= I.5 l 18 tnis loads to the branching up of the curve to its 

vertical/ 
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vcrticsl asymptote shown. ~~i:j, t 11 us now have an explanation for the two 
points T;hich lie above the cxpcrimcntal straight lint vcriatlon and which 
are shov,n to be in reasonable agrccmcnt with this theoretical curve. 
In the case of II 

% 
‘= 0050 qti the theoretical curve is found to fall 

aliay from the experimental values. However from tlic series solution 
to those curves, equation (23) as dcrivcd in the Appendix, WC have by 
differentiation and putting n = r,' 

9QC 
---------...-- z j + jbl@ D + ----- .p (3 + ..*. . 

CL-(;: ' ,/r-j > 8 

ilow experiments have shown that the third dimensionless group, 
which can be reprosentod by Rep or hence by ;? s p is of no significance. 

-?lc 
In the above expression the OQ tirn indcpcnd3n-t of :;' is the first 
‘and this hives, 

d(q ‘/?; > I 
----_---e-1- = - 

,’ x,, \\ 3 
di ; .;” - 1) 

L. 

. ..(17) 

whioh is the strai&it lint shora~~ in Fid. ,'. It gives an cxcclfcslt 

rcpresentstion of the experimental results. 

Tsni, Iuchi and YanrLmoto oxtended their cxpcrimcnts 15 
t0 

klClL1d.c: the E?fY~>CtS Of StrC"lq‘.r- u,,,k,~se prcssure grsdicnt. This introduces 
a further non-dimonsionsl group which is chosen as the Pohlhsuscn 
parameter, 

!i?ie results, for low turbuloncc flon, are found to correlate 
well on the basis of plots of l/R lc against 

xT/;ir l 
For tiiiS CaSe I? 4 

was computed using the local stream velocity at the rcire position. 
As for the zero pressure gradient case, linear variations were obtained 
and the third dimensionless tigroup was not significant. 
are shown in Fig. 8 for the two extreme gradients; h:" 

Two examples 

There is 
= 00073 and 0*35. 

of FL 
seen to be an efi'cct of pressure gradient upon both tk, value 

for transition at the r;krc and upon the slope of the curve. 
ValucE of I$< for transition nt the wire obtained from 'clzcsc and 
similar plots arc she-1.n in li'ig. 3. Thdx is seen -to be a good 
correlation illustrating a doc:w~i: in the value of R, for transition 
at the wti~ 

r 
as the prossurc Grsdiini becomes more favokablc. 

Corrcspond2ngly from c~lustion (12) tkri: is a di:crea.so in the minimum 
possible vnluc; of Rg ?or a turbu~lcnt boundary layer as ~5s prcdicttid 
by Proston'-/. 

Corresponding/ 
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Corresponding values from their results are also plotted in Fig. 9. 
Bearing in mind that the scatter at A'X = 020 has been attributed to 
turbulence making the third dincnsionless group significant, it is sccn that 
except for two points the correlation is good. Like the 101-l turbulence 
results there is seen to ‘DC: a decrease in s with increase in 

favourable pressure gradient though no'Fv' the variation is greater. 

/ 
0. Transition at the Wire - Effect of Subsonic bisch Number -w-~- ---_I__ ----ImpII--L--x-a-a. 

It has already been suggested that eqlmtion (IO) might apply to 
compressible flow thus leading to equation (11) as being applicable when 
transition is at the wire. Using the results of Ref. I2 this latter 
equation has been plotted in Pig. 10, scaled so as to pass through 

Rk 
= 826 at M zz 000. The previously discussed results for 

transition at the vzire in incompressiole flow conditions are plotted. 

l?or high subsonic Zach numbers Garn;? has carried out tests 
Up011 ail aerOfoi.1 with a 25' sneep back angle . The results, shown 
plotted in Fig. 11, are found to correlate quite well when the Reynolds 
numbor R k was based on the local strcnm velocity at the wire position. 

The stream Mach number at the wire position varied from O-89 to I-09. 
For transition at the wire Pig. 11 gives Rk = 746 which is plotted 
in Fig. IO. 

Also plotted are the results of some experiments by the writer+ 
up011 a 4s thick acrofoil with a SO0 leading-2 

9 
sweep back angle and 

the result of some experiments by Seban, et al" for an elliptic cylinder. 
Though these results are not for a flat plate boundary layer, they do, to 
some degree, confirm that up to 1,A = -1-O there is little effect upon 

Rk for transition at the wire. 

7. Lransition at the V/ire - Effect of Supersonic Each Number -___ .x.-eP-Y_---I- 

Tests have been performed by Luther 22 niti wires Of various 
sizes at a fixed position upon cone-cylinder bodies of revolution and 
for various Mach numbers. ticopt for the smallest wire size the 
corrtilaLion of his results y;as found to bc- fair as is illustrated by 
the plot of one case fn Fig. 12. In tl:is fi,qrc results for positions 
towards the rear of his model can be excluded as thtire is an indication 
that there is some upstream influence from the base. The vclucs of Rk L 
shown in this figure i-lero based upon the uGisturbi:d fret-stream conditions 
but the value for transition c(r nt the lT;irc was co:lverted to that based upon 
local conditions at the r;irc; it is plotted in Fig. IO together YlLth other 
values obtained from Luther's work and also some values obtained by the 
writer. 

Except for two points that are discussed later, Fig. 10 shows 
that equation (II) underestimates tne rise of Rk at supersonic E:ach 

number. It is knoc;ll that at supersonic speeds a shock wave is formud 
duo to the presence of the r-tire2J. hence the wire has a wave drag. 
Thus the v:ire resistance has not only to provide the ARti necessary to 

sdvanci: transition to itself but has also to provide this ~:iave drag. 

Thus in the absonco of a wave drag XC have a wire Reynolds 
number given by equation (l'l), Rkg nay, producing :I AR0 as given 

by equation (IZ), of 

- - - - - - - ._ - - ---..- - --_______- -_--- --__ --- 

+Porforned irs a 4 in. x 4 in. wind tulncl. 
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AR0 = &CD fi2 Rk. 
i 

If we write the wave drag coefficient as 

then with wave drag existing, and a wire Reynolds number R 
be' say, 

ARO+$CD R 
l-i ka 

= ;sD fd2 Rb a * 

Thus t? produce the same AR0 the wire size is increased in the ratio, 

Rk? 
fi'2 

--- = --------- 

'ki 
cD 

fnl 2 W - w-w ‘3 

or tonards the leading edge as f: = f$ 3 I.0 

P ‘& I 
--- = -------. 

cD 
“k& , w  - --- 

cD 

. ..(18) 

&I approximate estimate of the wave drag of blunt bodies can be obtained 
by Mocckel's method24. At M = 400 this method gives a wave drag 
for a circular cylin&r of CD = 105. We are only concerned with 

w 
a half of the wave thus reducing this to cD = oq5. In addition the 

-?I 
external flo2: is past a shape that the boundary layer makes effectively 
loss blunt than a circular cylinder. If we guess the shape as being 
a half sine wave of thickness chord ratio of O-5 then linearised theory 
gives for this sha:Ge a CD = 0*5 at M = 400. Scaling the 

w 
wave drags obtained by %!oeckel's method to give the value 005 at M = QO 
and then substituting into equation (IS), with CD = 0*75 as before 

gives the values shovin as the full line in Fig. IO. It is clear from 
its derivation that the scale of this line is in doubt but comparison 
with the experimental points shows that it supplies an explanation for 
the experimental values of Rk in the supersonic range being so much 

higher than tne values given by equation (I?). 

The 
by the nritcr 
Thus for I4 < 
This may then 
nearcr to the 

experimental points plotted in Fig. j0 that were obtained 
aero for wires on wings having a 60" leading-edge sweep back. 
200 the hinch number normal to the leading edge was subsonic. 
explain why the two points for M = -lo 6 and l-8 lie 
curve given b3 equation (II) thz~n to the curve given by 

equation (IS). 

8. The La,st Piro 5121: nith no 3fec-t upon Transition .zwmrrme_ Y- -.--- 

WC have the result that for T;ircs not too far upstream of the 
natural transition point, ;: 

OT 
= 1070 for 0 < AR0 6 9-7. Thus WC 

have from equation (12) that the largest wire size to have no effect 
upon is given by, 

AR*/ 



whilst for k/60 small we have from equation (2), 

“k k p-k -- = -- --- 
ii 2 RQ 

5 

so that the critical value of Rk is given by, 

= 235 R . 
5s 

. ..(lY) 

This relation is given graphically in Fig. 13. 

Whilst this gives a value of Rk for no effect upon Rg there 
T 

will of course be some effect upon R * 
XT' 

though the theoretical curve of 

Fig. 3 for R = I-5 0 ldj shows that this effect will be small. 
% 

Fig. 3 indicates that for R much below about I* 5 l 106 

xk 

equation (IY), which is based upon the reletion between AR 8 ana "T 
given in Fig. 5, might not hold. 

Let us define 2 critical Bk as being that corresponding to the 

intercept between the straight line of Fig. 3 given by equation (IT), and 
the appropriate as_ymptote; for example, point "A" in Fig. 3. 

Their, 
826 I 
-.-- = 1 + - 
Rk 3 

and from equation (IS), taking 

then the critical Rk is given by 

2~5 l - Id  

R,- = - - - - - - - - - - - - -  .  

AL 206 13 l 

- - - - - - - - -  + 2 

R 
"1; 

Values are plotted in Fig. 13. 

. ..(20) 

Schiller advanced a criterion for the first a 
serious disturbtznces in a lzminzr flow due to roughness 

criterion,/ 
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criterion, %b 
~azclcy~4 

as further discussed by Goldstein 3 has been sugestcd by 
. " * . EG avmg a CrltXrlO;l I'OY 

It is, 
the ;)ir3t ci'fec-i.? upon tl-snsi-Lion. 

l-yk ---- = 50. . ..(a) 
V 

It has been i~vc~~' u stated cxpcrinentally by Sni'ih a.36. Clutter' 
who used as a criterion the czco when 11 

x has bwn reduced to 9$ of 
T 

its natural value. They foi..md that thcrc ~~2s a ve7-"3: large scattc-r ir: tl 
l.$/k u, ok 

values of I-L---, the range.bei.ng 43 < A-- < 1~00. The lC?T<CX’ LiiJi-L; 
V v 

approxirmtes to Schiller's VC~UC givcm b;r e+ation (Plj. ?'!lis can btd 
written, 

so thz,t noting eqmtion (15) xc czn cxprcss tflis 33, 

and this is plotted i,? Fig. q3. 
by cqyation (20), 

In c O~~pariSOll vrith %hc criterion Given 

Schillcr's crit,rion is fOWid to b2 unduly stringent 
at t!x ix&her vslucs of ihic zhilc for more forward positions it does 
not plccl: n sufficlcnt limitation upon the TtirC six. 

75th a low turbulence, inconprcssibls fl.on over a flat plate, 
transition occurs st the wire when the itiirc &qrnolds nu$ocr based upon 
the free-stream velocity Uk,/v, is 626. 

The effect OP strem turbul.s~;ce ic to rm,kc this Kepolds 
numbx ;L function of both thr, degrct- 0;' -Lurbulcnce and of wire i,osition 
(EG,. 7); the effect of 
Mach nwber (Fig. 10) ; 

coinpres3ibiii-ty is -lo mke Lt 3 function of 
and the efi'uct of pressure GTadicnt is to make 

it a function of the Pohlhsusm parameter (Fig. 9). 

When transition occurs do:-mstrcm of the xire, then over 
most of the range, the rcciprocsl of thy. viire Reynolds nuixber varies 
linearly with transition I)osition. 

IO, " Not,7 tion -_a- -z-m* 

%I 

h ,b2 

c 

% 

constant of value 0*661+.12, eQKt.tlOil (13) 

scrics coefficients, c3qUstiOi: (23) 

ifunctiolz of Mach nmber, equation (?a) 

drag cocfficicnt of m,rc 

B3Vc dixg coufficiect of lx;irc 



U 

% 

u’ 

U 

X 

Y 

6 

6” 

rl 

r’ 

0 

P 

7 

Stif ices -.- 

k 
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constant &fined in quation (9) 

hhch numbcr 

index &fined in equation (9) 

Reynolds number based on velocity U 

-uk TJx 36 UO 
s z --; Ry E --; R6 z mm; Ra E _a 

V V V V 

wire Reynolds number in the absence of wave drag 

wire Reynolds number in the presence of vYave drag 

increment in the momentum thickness Reynolds number 
due to the wire drag 

velocity in the boundary layer 

veloci.-tJ in the boundary layer at the wire 
position at a height k, but in the absence of 
the wire 

velocity of turbulence in the mainstream 

velocity just outside the boundary layer at the 
wire position 

distance along the boundary layer from the 
leading edge 

distance normal to the surface 

boundary-layer thickness 

boundary-laycr displacement thickhess 

z Rgtl~lc 
. 

value of 7 for transition at the wire and for 
a specified value of R+ 

boundary-layer momentum thickness 

Pohlhausen parameter E --- we 
v dx 

coefficient of viscosity 

kinematic coefficient of viscosity 

density 

frictional shear stress 

pertaifllng to the xire position 

pertaining to the position of "natural" transition 
in the absence of the wire 
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0 pertzining to the wire position but in the absence 
of the wire 

T pertaining to the position of transition 

IV pertaining to transition at the wire for a specified 
value of %Ro, equation (25), 
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In computing the relation xT& = f(l/tQ for a specified 

value of R,k, firstly values of Be0 are obtained from equation (13). 

From equation (15) q then follows as a function of Rk and hence f' 

can be obtained from the known boundary-layer solution. This latter is 
tabulated in, for instance, Ref. 27 or for odd and shell values of 71 
can be computed from, 

f' = 0*3320+ [I - 0*00691@~ -I. 0*60<6 *IO-"-q6 + . ..I. . ..(22) 

It is convenient for later analysis to write t1G.s as, 

% 
f’ = --. T)[l + bj.11” + t2Ti” + .a*.]. . ...23) 

2 

Then AR0 follows from equation (12) and addition to ROo gives kg 
l< 

that is the momentum thickness Reynolds number im:,ediately behind the 
wire. This Reynolds number will increase with the bounbry-layer 
develoljment downstream of the wire until it reaches the transition value, 

ReT' 

If downstream of the wire the boundary-layer devclb;?nent is 
expressed by, 

F-“o = $ (Rx + constant) 

where the constant specifies a fictitious leading-edge position, 'cnen, 

R& = 2 (Rx, i constant) 
L 

af (R r; -t constant) 
:z 

So noting equation (13) this gives, 

. .*(2+) 

To obtain the value of R@ for use in this equation we note 
m 
I 

that from equation (12) 

where the suf'fix w indicates the case of transition at the 
the computed value of ARO. Then -ca CCL;? be obtained from 
of the series of equation (22) which is, 

2 8& 64 --. 
q = -- f' 

c 
1 - -I- f'3 + . . (4.g --oz ) f'" $ . . . . ; 

%l 3 ai a: _! 

or rl = 3*0115 f'[l c O+3894ft3 + OoO9792Of'"+ . . ..I. 

. ..(25) 

wire for 
an inversion 

. ..(26) 

*..(27) 

Tim/ 



. ..(ZB) 

or for I: kyv = 826 

Alternatively a series solution may ie derived as follox~s. 
Substituting equations (15) and (23) into equation (42) gives, 

Then insertion of this vsluc together with equation (13) into 
equation (14) gives, 

equation (16) gives, 
-I I 

Substitution into 

Writing -q' 2 ne Pinall;~ have f'ron equation (24), 

---- 
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Wire Reynolds number as a function of transition position for the 
resuks of Tani Juchi and Yanamoto (Ref. 16). Low turbulent stream. 
Attached figures are values of Rxk.lO'" 
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Wire Reynolds number as a function ti transition position 
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Wire Reynolds number for transition at. 
the wire as a function of streamwise 
pressure gradient a& the wire position. 
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Wire Reynolds number as a function of 
transition position from the result5 of 
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